
March 2, 2018 
To our fellow Eastside High School students, staff, parents, community members, and 
our friends across the nation: 

In light of the quickly arising and numerous protests against mass shootings in our nation, 
we remember and honor the lives lost at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School. We join in 
protest to assure that the lives taken there were the last to be lost to senseless, preventable gun 
violence. Our support lies with the survivors, families, friends and community members affected 
by this tragedy. We will stand with them in the fight for all of our lives, as well as to honor the 
lives that have been lost. 
  On February 14, 2018, a 19 year old entered Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School 
and killed 17 students and staff members with the use of an AR-15 assault style rifle. 
Devastatingly, this is not the first time that an event such as this one has occurred; however, 
there has been no governmental action to prevent these horrifying events from recurring time and 
time again. We believe that a change is needed, and that it is needed now. We demand that our 
representatives hear our voices as the nation’s youth, and take what we stand for into serious 
consideration. 
  In response to congress’ failure to take action on the gun violence epidemic within our 
country, the Women’s March EMPOWER has joined with student activists to organize a national 
student walkout. On March 14, 2018, at 10:00 a.m., we ask you, the students of Eastside High 
School, to join us in the nationwide school walkout, and stand in solidarity with the initiative to 
call for gun violence prevention legislation. Additionally, we would like to make it clear that the 
purpose of this movement is not to take away United States citizens' Second Amendment rights. 
It is to ensure that those who choose to bear arms do so responsibly and meet more in depth 
background check requirements, as well as to show our legislators that we are ready for a 
change. 

To assure the students and citizens of the United States that the ease of school shootings 
will lessen on a significant scale, the implementation of common sense gun laws is imperative. 
As a specific example of how this change has the potential to make a significant difference, we 
ask you to consider the last massacre that occurred in Australia. In 1996, a spree shooting 
occurred leaving 35 dead and 24 injured. Afterwards, strict gun laws were put in place by the 
Australian government, and there has not been a massacre on the level of the 1996 one since 
then. 

On March 14, 2018, we hope for the participation of many Eastside High School 
students. We want to assure students, staff members, and other members of the Eastside family, 
as well as members of the community, that this will be a peaceful protest and that the safety of 
the students of Eastside High School is our top priority. We want this to be an environment 
where every person feels safe, respected, and free to use his or her voice to say, “We are ready 
for a change!” Thank you for taking the time and consideration to understand the importance and 
significance of this movement. We look forward to the positive outcomes that will undoubtedly 
form from this initial step and look forward to sharing this journey, OUR journey, with each of 
you! 
 
With love, peace, and kindness, 
The Eastside High School Walkout Team 
	


